
Application by Armed Services*:

Advanced Tooling for Chrome and Nickel Plating

Savings of $7.4M and 35-50% process improvement

No-mask conforming anodes (replacing tedious and time consuming hand 

masking of parts to be plated and subsequent removal of highly toxic masking 

materials after plating) is considered one of the more successful CTMA projects 

in recent  times.  Project won two prestigious DoD awards in 2010 and 2011.

Both hard chrome and nickel plating is a relatively slow process involving 

extensive labor (to mask and unmask parts) and disposal of toxic chemicals. 

The result is loss of plating capacity and weapons systems availability.

A new tooling approach eliminating the need for time consuming masking prior 

to plating and highly-toxic materials that need to be disposed of after plating 

were eliminated.  Among the innovations are a new type of silicone insert that 

can be used to mask intricate cavities and a unique out of tank plating process 

developed during the process.

CTMA Investment (Nickel) - $150K; Industry Cost Share - $340K

DoD Benefits

CTMA Sponsored:

Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD) helicopter rotor blade tip 

assembly

FRC Southwest rotodome gearbox housing

Potential:

All DoD facilities that carry out nickel plating operations.

Also applicable to hard chrome plated parts (as proven in 

previous CTMA project).

* Most recent nickel tooling project shown.  Other hard chrome 

applications were successfully developed in earlier project 

phases.

Level 1 Benefits:
• At CCAD and FRC Southwest a total immediate savings from 

all pilots is $2.2M.

Level 2 Benefits: 
• Total savings since  project inception have accrued to $7.4M at 

CCAD and FRC Southwest.  Other depots have picked up the 

technology and ordered similar tooling. Total current annual 

savings is $5.9M across all seven depots with metal finishing. 

Level 3 Potential:
•If No-Mask Conforming Anodes were deployed across the DoD , 

over $50M over three years in savings with an overall process time 

improvement of between 35-50% for those components requiring 

masking could be realized.
Winner of 2010 Defense Manufacturing Excellence Award

and 2011 DoD Maintenance Symposium “Great Ideas” Award

Realized Savings

to Date: $7.4M


